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Fi?,·· 3: Pe~centi!e laudn~ss. (a) Distributions of trucr--. 
no1se (sol1dl and of cont1nuous broadband naise (dasbei 
(b) Percentiles of physically roeasured loudness for saro~ 
perceived loudness of test sound and continuous broadband 
noise. 

are displayed in Fig . 3b, wbere the percentile nu:mbers are 
plotted on a downward ordinate scale, in order to illustrate 
the 25\-values by the l ower bar a:nd tbe 75%·- values"=by tbe 
upper bar connected with the circles, which stand for the 
50\-val ues. For the saunds 0 t hraugh 7, , the intersections of 
tbe distr ibut ions vary between percentiles of 1 and 24. 

··A9ain, the sounds which produce !arge loudness near tbeir 
end show sroa ll percentage nurobers, i .e. the equivalent time 
invariant loudneas lies near the roaxirouro loudness of the 
test saund. On the other hand, f or sounds 0, 1 and 3, whi.ch 
show roore or less symroetric triangular shapes of their 
loudness-time-func.tions ( see Fig. 1l, the peroentiles dis
played in Fig . 3b l ie araund 20 . This means that tbe loud
ness of passby - sounds of vehicles can be characterized by 
the percentile laudness araund N20 , i.e . the loudnes~ indi
cated by the meter which is e xcee ded in 20% of the measure
ment time . 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ih rso 362, the roaximum A-weighted Ievel, measured with 
the ti~e constant "fast", i~ taken as an indication 6Vthe 
noise produced by an ,accelerating vehicle. Al though the A
weighted level systematically underestimates the loudness of 
broadband sounds, . intuitively the concept of maximum value 
may be regarded as an appropriate procedure. To check the 
validity of this concept, psychoacoustic . loudness compari
sons between the noise ' of a passingtruck vs steady state 
broadband noise of same duration were performed. In addi
tion, the passby-noise was simulated by broadband noise with 
temporal envelopes of different triangular shapes. These 
noises also were compared in loudness to steady state broad
band noise of same duration. The results for ~ subjective 
lo~dness of triangularly shaped noises ~s steady state noise 
are discussed in terms of level differences, measured by a 
'sound level meter in accordance with IEC 651. Moreover, 
loudness differences, loudness r~tios and percentiles of 
loudness are measured by a loudness meter (Zwicker et al. 
1985) in accordance with ISO 532 B. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Ten normal hearing subjects with an age between 25 and 40 
years participated in the experiments, which were ~er~ormed 
in a sound-proof booth. Sounds were presented d~ot~cally 
through electrodynamic earphones (Beyer DT 48) with free
field equalizer (Zwicker ,and Feldtkeller, 1967, p. 40l._All 
sounds bad the same duratfon of 8.8 s, and the same max1mal 
A-weighted level (timeconstant "fast") of 87.8 dB(A). In 
Fig. 1, for all testsounds both tbe A-weighted level 
("fast") and the loudness are given as a function of time. 
Sound o, the or~ginal sound, stems from a truck, which 
passes under acceleration. Sound 1 shows nearly the same 
temporal envelope, which, however, is filled with uniform 
exciting noise (Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, P• 107), a 
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Fig. 1: Level- or loudness time functions of the test 
sounds. (a) A-weighted level "fast", IEC 651, (b) loudness 
ISO 532 B. 

broadband noise much 1 ike pink noise. This specific broad
band noise was used throughout for sounds 1 to 7. While in 
previous experiments (Namba et al. 1985, Fastl et al. 1986), 
simulated sounds were generated in an apparatus called PSCS 
Mark II available at Osaka ·University, this time the enve
lope of the truck noise was obtained by rectifying and low 
pass filtering and was multiplied with broadband noise. 
Sound 2 has symmetrical triangular shape in level with 4.4 s 
rise and 4.4 s decay. Sound 3 shows symmetrical triangular 
envelope in loudness with 4.4 s rise and decay. Sound 4 
exhibits 7.8 s rise and 1 s decay both linear in level, 
whereas sound 5 has 1 s rise and 7.8 s decay. Sound 6 has an 
envelope with 7.8 s rise and 1 s decay whereas sound 7 shows 
1 s rise and 7.8 s decay, all 1 inear in loudness. The enve
lopes of sounds 2 through 7 were calculated in a computer, 
DIA converted and multiplied with the broadband noise. Each 
of the test sounds 0 through 7 was paired with continuous 
broadband noise of 8.8 s duration. The level of this compa 7 
rison sound was varied in 2 dB-steps between 76 and 9i 
dB(A). After the presentation of one pair of testsound and 
comparison sound, the subject had to answer with "yes" ,or 
"no" to the question: "Is the second sound of the pair 
lo!!der than the first sound?" Each sound pair was compared 
in loudness three times by each subject. From the resulting 
30 datapoints at each level of the comparison sound psycho
metric functions of the "yes" responses were calcu1ated. 
Their 25%, 50% and 75%-values are given in Fig. 2. In Fig. 
2a, the A-weighted SPL of the comparison sound is plotted 
for the different t~st sounds 0 through 7. The 50%-values 
(circles) show A-weighted levels betwee·n 83.6 and 86.5 
dB(A). This means that for same equivalent time invariant 
loudness, the level of conti~uous broadband noise is by 
about 2 to 4 dB lower than the maximum level of broadband 
noise with triangular envelope. Fig. 2b shows the results in 
terms of loudness measured by a loudness meter (Zwicker et 
al. 1985). Despi te the same maximal A-weighted level, the 
maximum loudness jndicated for the truck (sound 0) is some-
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Fig. 2: A~weLghted level (a) and loudness (b) of conti~uous 
broadband noise (cir~les), which produces the same equ1va
ent time invariant loudness as the test sounds 0 through 7 
iiashed). 

what smaller (8'4 sone) than the maximum loudness (89 sone) 
indjcated for the broadband noises (sounds 1 through 7). 
·rhis difference is due to the different spectra of original 
sound and s imu lations. For sa~~ perceived loudness, i.e. 
equivalent time invariant loudness, the physically indicated 
loudness of the continuous broadband noise reaches between 
75.3% and 88.2% of the maximum loudness indicated for the 
sounds w1th tri~ngular envelope. The highest values are 
found for sounds 4 and 6 which show - because of their 
asymmetric shape - !arge loudness value·s near the end of t~e 
stimulus tsee Fig. 1). This result indicates that for loud
ness evaluation of sounds with durations of several seconds, 
the ear may use a weighting function which "forgets" gra
dually the loudness heard some seconds before. 

The meaning of the resul t s in terms of percentile loud 
ness is explained by ~ig. 3. The percentile loudness is that 
particular value of the l oudness indicated by the me~er, 
which is reached or exceeded in x% of the measurement t~me. 
In Fig. 3a, the percentiles are shown ~or the original tr~ck 
noise (solid) as well as for the cont1nuous broadband no1se 
of equivalent time invariant loudness (dashedl. As expected 
~or a continuous sound, the distribution for the comparison 
lound (dashed) shows a very steep slope, i.e. during all the 
measurement time, a loudness around 60 sone shows up. For 
the truck-sound, however, a gradually decreasing distribu
tlob of percentile loudness is found (solid), which is typi 
cal for sounds with temporal envelopes of triangular shape. 
The crossing point of both distributions occurs at a percen
tile of 23. This means that for sa!!!_~ perceived loudness of 
the truck and the continuous broadband noise, the physically 
measured loudness of the truck, which is exceeded in 23% · of 
the measurement time, is not fully reflected in the percep
tion. In other words, not the maximurn of the loudness of the 
truck indicated by the meter accounts for its equivalent 
time invariant loudness, but an indicated loudness value 
which is by about 23% down from the rnaximum. In .the same way 
as shown in Fig . 3a for the truck-noise and the 50%-value of 
the psychometric function Ior the continuous broadband 
noise, the intersections of the distributions of percentile 
loudness were deterrnined for all sounds and the 25 % and 75% 
values of the psychornetric functions as well. The results 


